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Designed specifically 
for the transport 
industry.

30KLT DIESEL TANK AND THE 5KLT DEF (AD BLUE) TANK BOTH WITH COMPAC DISPENSING AND CREDIT CARD DCA 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

Logitank AdBlue (Standalone) Tanks
model diesel safe fill

litres
def safe fill

litres
length

mm
width
mm

height*
mm

LTAD5 N/A 5,450 3,920 1,147 2,550

LTAD10 N/A 11,500 3,960 2,250 2,504

* tank height only; excludes external pipework

LTAD5 LTAD10

Using AdBlue in line with manufacturers’ requirements and a catalytic converter it reduces the level of oxides of 
nitrogen emitted from engines and then out into the environment. It’s a solution to ensure a better future for all of 
us. Available in 5,000 L & 10,000 L  

These tanks are built to the highest international standards to prevent against contamination with other products, 
the environment and to safely store this corrosive liquid. All tanks are insulated between tank walls to ensure a 
consistent internal temperature of the solution.

Each of the tanks in the range can be fitted with your choice of pumping and metering solutions and are 
manufactured and fitted out with the highest quality components and systems.
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Tank Model DEF Safe Fill Litres Length
mm

Width
mm

Height 
mm

LTAD3 3,000 2,572 1,129 2,566

LTAD5 5,490 3,920 1,147 2,550

LTAD10 11,500 3,960 2,250 2,504

These tanks are built to the highest international standards to prevent against contamination with other products,
the environment and to safely store this corrosive liquid. All tanks are insulated between tank walls to ensure a
consistent internal temperature of the solution.

Each of the tanks in the range can be fitted with your choice of pumping and metering solutions and are
manufactured and fitted out with the highest quality components and systems.

Using AdBlue in line with manufacturers’ requirements and a catalytic converter it reduces the level of oxides of
nitrogen emitted from engines and then out into the environment. It’s a solution to ensure a better future for all of
us. Available in 3,000, 5,000 L & 10,000 L. Specifications as below:

* tank height only; excludes external pipework


